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Lecture III:  
LanHEP
HEPMDB
PhenoData
advanced topics
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Introduction to LanHEP package
Author: Andrei Semenov

http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html

http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html
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Introduction to LanHEP package
V3.17 arXiv:0805.0555

This is the program for Feynman rules generation in momentum  space
Example for QED
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Running LanHEP
cd mdl 
../lhep  -ca stand.mdl

File sm_tex processed, 0 sec.

File stand.mdl processed, 1 sec.

 LanHEP installation

 http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html

tar -zxvf  lhepxxx.tar.gz

cd lhepxxx

make ex#7
install LanHEP
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Default options are in calchep.rc file
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Features of LanHEP
it reads Lagrangian written in the  form close to one used in 
publications and  transforms it into momenta space
it writes Feynman rules in the form of four tables in CompHEP format 
as well as tables in LaTeX format
LanHEP expands expression and combines similar terms user can 
define the substitution rules, it allows to define multiplets, and their 
components
user can write Lagrangian terms with Lorentz and multiplet indices 
explicitly or omit indices (all or some of them)
LanHEP performs explicit summation over the indices in Lagrangian 
terms, if the corresponding components for multiplets and matrices 
are introduced
it allows  user to introduce vertices with 4 fermions and 4 colored 
particles (such vertices can't be introduced directly in CompHEP) by 
means of auxiliary field with constant propagator
 it also can check whether the set of introduced vertices satisfies the 
electric charge conservation law
many more features: see manual(!) – using superpotential formalism,

    check for BRST invariance, two-component notation for fermions, ...
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QCD as the next example
Gauge interactions

Quark kinetic term

Gauge fixing term and Fadeev-Popov ghost term
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Syntax of LanHEP
The LanHEP input file is the sequence of statements, each starts 
with a special identifier (such as parameter, lterm, etc) and ends 
with the full-stop '.' symbol. Statement can occupy several lines 
 Identifiers: Indentfiers are the names of particles, parameters etc.
 Constants: integers, floating point numbers, strings
 Comments:
 Order of the indices of the objects (default):

    
declaring  new groups:

parameters

particles
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Syntax of LanHEP
Specials

Orthogonal matrices

Including files

Checking electric charge conservation

Running LanHEP
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Default groups and specials in   
LanHEP

See mdl/lhep.rc
special gamma:(spinor,cspinor,vector).
special gamma5:(spinor,cspinor).
special '(1+gamma5)/2':(spinor,cspinor), '(1gamma5)/2':
(spinor,cspinor).
special moment:(vector).
special '__moment__start__':(vector), '__moment__end__'.
special epsv:(vector,vector,vector,vector).
group color:SU(3).
repres color:(c3/c3b,c8).
SetDefIndex(spinor,color c3, color c8, vector).
special lambda:(color c3, color c3b, color c8).
special f_SU3:(color c8, color c8, color c8).
special d_SU3:(color c8, color c8, color c8).
special eps_c3: (color c3,  color c3,  color c3), 
        eps_c3b:(color c3b, color c3b, color c3b).
let deriv=i*moment.
let tau1={{0,1},{1,0}}, tau2={{0,i},{i,0}}, tau3={{1,0},{0,1}}.
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user-defined model

Let us add left and right anomalous couplings to WtB 
interaction: Ar  and Al

ex#8
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Using the superpotential formalism 
in the MSSM and its extensions

Superpotential – a polynomial W depending on scalar fields  A
i

The most general form of the MSSM superpotential which does 
not violate gauge invariance and the SM conservation laws is:

which in LanHEP notation will take a form

Where H1, H2, L, R, Q, U, D should be  defined above as doublets 
and singlets in terms of scalar particles.

keep_lets statement substitution of  H1, H2, L, R, Q, U, D in terms 
of their components 
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Using the superpotential formalism 
in the MSSM and its extensions

Yuakawa interactions are given  by

which in the LanHEP language will take form

where fH1, fH2  should be defined above as fermionic partners of 
corresponding multiples, e.g. 
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Using the superpotential formalism 
in the MSSM and its extensions

FF* term from scalar supersymmetric potential 

where Wc should be decleared above as the conjugate superpotential

FF* term  can be introduced even in shorter way as

where

in LanHEP notation will take a form

where  dfdfc(W,H1) function evaluates the variational derivative, 
multiplies it by the conjugate expression and returns the result
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Vertices with color particles in CalcHEP

The CalcHEP Lagrangian tables do not describe explicitly the 

color structure of a vertex.

If color particles are present in the vertex, the following implicit 

contractions are assumed (p, q, r are color indices):

There are no other color structures in CalcHEP

±pq fortwo colorparticlesA 1
p and A

2
q

¸rpq forthreeparticles,which arecolortriplet,antitripletand octet

fpqr forthreecoloroctets
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Vertices with color particles in CalcHEP

4-gluon vertex  can be split it into 3-legs vertices 

Here the field         is a Lorenz tensor and color octet, and this field 

has constant propagator.

If gluon name in CalcHEP is ’G’, the name ’G.t’ is used for this 

tensor particle; its indices are denoted as ’m_’ and ’M_’ 

      (’_’ is the number of the particle in table item).
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Vertices with color particles in LanHEP

The splitting of vertex with 4 colored particle into 3-particles 

vertices is done by LanHEP automatically: each vertex containing 4 

color particles is split to 2 vertices which are joined by 

automatically  generated auxiliary field

option SplitCol1=N.
         where N is a number:

-1 remove all vertices with 4 color particles from Lagrangian;
0 turn off multiplet level vertices splitting;
1 allows vertices splitting with 4 color multiplets;
2 allows vertices splitting with any 4 scalar multiplets except Higgs

option SplitCol2=N.
where N is a number:
0 disable vertex level splitting;
1 enable vertex level splitting (only for vertices with 4 color particles).

the default value is 2 for SplitCol1 and 1 for SplitCol2
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Implementation of SM Lagrangian(1)

Location of LanHEP model files:
lanhep/mdl/stand.mdl
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Implementation of SM Lagrangian(2)
Parameters definition
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Implementation of SM Lagrangian(4)
Definition of mixings and doublets
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HEPMDB
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The strategy for delineating of underlying theory

list of 
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First Steps towards “Dictionary”
AB, Asesh Datta, A. De Roeck Rohini Godbole, Bruce Mellado, Andreas Nyffeler, Chara Petridou, 

D.P. Roy,  Pramana 72:229-238,2009. e-Print: arXiv:0806.2838 [hep-ph]
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It was realised that
 “Dictionary of the LHC Signatures”
in the form of various tables is not 

enough to accommodate all models
and their signatures
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It was realised that
 “Dictionary of the LHC Signatures”
in the form of various tables is not 

enough to accommodate all models
and their signatures

We need  dictionary in the form of 
the Model Database and their Signatures
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It was realised that
 “Dictionary of the LHC Signatures”
in the form of various tables is not 

enough to accommodate all models
and their signatures

We need  dictionary in the form of 
the Model Database and their Signatures

High Energy Physics Model Database
[HEPMDB]
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High Energy Physics Model Database
https://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/
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High Energy Physics Model Database
 Developed at Southampton with support from IPPP, Durham 
as a result of ideas discussed in the context of the “Dictionary of LHC signatures”, at the 

FeynRules workshop (April, 2010)  and at the Mini-Workshop on Dynamical Symmetry
Breaking models and tools (July 2010)
 Further developed at  the   Les Houches Workshop, June 2011

arXiv:1203.1488 (the last section of the Les Houches 2011 proceedings) 
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Aims of the  HEPMDB (1)

to collect HEP models for various multipurpose Matrix Element (ME) 
generators like CalcHEP, CompHEP, FeynArts, MadGraph/MadEvent,  
AMEGIC ++/COMIX within SHERPA  and WHIZARD.
Under “HEP models” we denote the set of particles, Feynman rules and parameters written in the 
format specific for a given package

to collect models’ sources which can be used in the HEPMDB to 
generate HEP models for various ME generators using FeynRules or 
LanHEP  which automate the process of generating Feynman Rules, 
particle spectra, etc.. 
For the moment, FeynRules supports formats for  CompHEP, CalcHEP, FeynArts, GoSam, 
MadGraph/MadEvent, SHERPA and WHIZARD  Currently LanHEP works with CalcHEP, CompHEP, 
FeynArts and GoSam. Also, the latest LanHEP version 3.15 has an option under testing of 
outputting the model in UFO format  which provides a way to interface it with MadGraph/MadEvent

to allows users  upload their models and  perform evaluation of HEP 
processes and event generation for their own models using the full 
power of the High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster behind the 
HEPMDB.
This is one of the very powerful features of the HEPMDB: it provides a web interface to 
various ME generators which can then also be run directly on the HPC cluster. This way, 
users can preform calculations for any model from HEPMDB  avoiding problems related 
to installing the actual software, which can sometimes be quite cumbersome
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Aims of HEPMDB (2)

to plot and document various kinematical distributions from generated  
events in the LHE  format

to allow to compare predictions from models generated from LanHEP 
and FeynRules

to collect predictions and specific features of various models in the form 
of database of signatures and perform comparison of various model 
predictions with experimental data (to be developed)
There are a lot of different aspects related to this problem. This task includes a comprehensive 
development of a database of signatures as well as development of the format of presentation of 
these signatures. This format will be consistent with the format which will be used by the 
experimentalists for the presentation of the LHC data, discussed  in the context of the “Les Houches 
Recommendations for the Presentation of LHC Results” activity.

to trace the history of the model modifications, and makes available all 
the versions of the model
Through this application, we stress the importance of reproducibility of the results coming from 
HEPMDB or from a particular model downloaded from HEPMDB.
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Sounding similar but qualitatively 
different related projects

“Database of Numerical HEP scattering cross sections”
http://durpdg.dur.ac.uk/HEPDATA/REAC 
collects various particle scattering process which are connected to 
experimental searches of different reactions

 “Signatures of New Physics at the LHC” web-site
http://www.lhcnewphysics.org/  
collects various BSM signatures, their classification and related papers

FeynRules and models database
http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be
collects various models implemented into FeynRules and have an 
effective way to validate them

HEPMDB can  effectively collaborate with all projects above! 
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The current status of HEPMDB (1)

Allows to  search and download an existing HEP model. The 
search engine checks patterns in the fields: 
Model, Authors, References, Abstract, Signatures and Information
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The current status of HEPMDB (2)
one can upload a new model (upon user registration). The model can 
be uploaded in the format of any ME generator. Also, a user can 
upload the model source in FeynRules or LanHEP formats, allows to 
keep model  privately!
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The current status of HEPMDB (3)

allows to  the evaluate  cross sections for user-defined processes for 
the chosen model and  produce a respective LHE file with generated 
parton-level events. This file is  becomes available for download once 
the process is finished (user will receive an e-mail notification on this)
Currently, the HEPMDB allows the user to perform these calculations (using the HPC) 
for CalcHEP, WHIZARD and MadGRAPH 5 
produces ntuple files and allows to plot various kinematical 
distributions
allows to  update/add features and respective signatures specific to 
each model. 
These features and signatures can be used in the future to distinguish the model from 
others and connect it to the LHC signatures.
keeps track of the model changes, providing reproducibility for the 
results obtained with previous versions of the models uploaded to 
HEPMDB
allows to collect feedback/remarks on particular model from users
in Review section
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Tutorial
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Tutorial
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Tutorial
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Tutorial
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Tutorial
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Batch file in details(1)
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Batch file in details(2)
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Batch file in details(3)
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Batch file in details(4)
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Batch file in details(5)
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Tutorial
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Tutorial

ex#9: repeat ex#6 using 
HEPMDB
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SM + extensions 

SM 
B-L symmetric Z' with heavy Majorana 
neutrinos
SM + Z'
general 2 Higgs doublet model
4th generation
Excited fermions
Model with contact interactions
Standard Model + anomalous gauge boson 
couplings
Model of strongly int EW sector 
(5 & 6 dim operators involving Sigma field)

SUSY 

constraint MSSM
general MSSM, with 124 free parameters
NMSSM
RPVMSSM
left-right symmetric MSSM
MSSM with CP violation
E6MSSM 

Example of models created  for CalcHEP
Extra dimensions 

5D UED with 2KK layers

6D UED with 2KK layers

ADD = ADD

RS = Randall Sundrum

Leptoquarks

Complete LQ model

SU(3)xSU(1)xU(1) vector&scalar

Technicolor & Higgsless
Minimal walking technicolor

TC with DM 

3-site model

Hidden Local symmetry model

4SM = general 4-site model

Little Higgs
Littlest higss model with T-parity

LHT + T-parity violation
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Models at FeynRules web-site
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Remarks on collecting models at 
HEPMDB

there are numerous model implementations exist 
(FeynRules team, LanHEP/CalcHEP/CompHEP teams, 
private implementations)

they are highly complementary and useful 

HEPMDB is the natural place to accommodate all of them
(also allows to keep model  privately, 
controlled by Public/Private option On/Off!)
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Summary on HEPMDB

HEPMDB is already a convenient centralized storage 
environment for HEP models. Via web interface to the HPC 
cluster (12 cores per user) it allows to evaluate the LHC 
predictions and event generation-simulation chain

Your relevant packages can be installed at HEPMDB!

we hope that starting from the present stage, HEPMDB 
development will be boosted further via involvement of the HEP 
community 
(via direct involvement into HEPMDB, via various projects involving  
HEPMDB, via numerous comments/requests for  HEPMDB features)

 we hope also that in the near future the HEPMDB will become 
a powerful tool for isolation of the most successful theory for 
explaining the LHC data
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PhenoData

spin-off the PhenoData 
hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/phenodata 

stores data (digitized curves from figures, tables etc) from those 
HEP papers which did not provide data in arXiv or HEPData, and to 
avoid duplication of work of HEP researchers on digitizing plots. 

has an easy search interface and paper identification via arXiv, DOI 
or preprint numbers. PhenoData is not intended to be a replication 
of any existing archive

Has batch upload mode
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Example of the HEP Tools 
application
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Dark matter relic density – IsaRed and MicrOmegas
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B-L extension of SM

Extra U(1)' : Z', heavy long leaving neutrino

(in collaboration with S. Moretti, L. Basso, C. Shepherd) 
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Universal Extra Dimensions
hep-ph/1212.4858 In collaboration with  M.Brown, J.M. Moreno, C. Papineau
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Universal Extra Dimensions

Scan in 2D space with the calchep_batch

Set up of the production and decay processes with  the calchep_batch
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Results from calchep_batch
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...........~ 6k subprocesses ...............

Results from calchep_batch
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Results from calchep_batch
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...........~ 6k subprocesses ...............

Results from calchep_batchResults from calchep_batch
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Results from calchep_batch
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Advanced Topics
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CalcHEP

CalcHEP as a matrix element generator for other packages
Example/template is in the hep_tools/calchep/calchep_scan

compilation/linking

README

$CALCHEP/bin/make_main [-o<exe_name>] <C source codes and libraries>
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CalcHEP
scan_example.c
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CalcHEP
scan_example.c
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CalcHEP
scan_example.c
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CalcHEP
$CALCHEP/bin/make_main scan_example.c
a.out
more scan.dat

One can perform a powerful scan of parameter space,
Br's, cross sections, ....
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CalcHEP
user-defined cuts
$CALCHEP/utile/usrfun.c
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CalcHEP
user-defined form-factor
$CALCHEP/utile/usrFF.c
user-defined propagator 
(alteration of the existing propagators)
$CALCHEP/c_source/num/sqme_aux.c
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New/recent features of CalcHEP

Default composites and saving of input
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Parallel calculations

New/recent features of CalcHEP
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Parallel calculations
PBS mode

Parallelization method:      pbs
Walltime : 5
Memory   : 4
email:      name@address
Max number of processes per node: 16
Max number of cpus:      10

local mode
Parallelization method:  local
Max number of processes per node: 1
Max number of cpus:      16

New/recent features of CalcHEP
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New colour particles and vertices

New/recent features of CalcHEP
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PDFs and visualisation

New/recent features of CalcHEP
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Connection to Delphes

LHE → CheckMate2
No intermediate HEPMC files

PYTHIA8, can control it via cards

Delphes3, can control it via cards

Produces root files

Can use CM statistical analysis routines and check the  signal exclusio

One can produce muldi-dim scan at HEPMDB and direct lhe files to CM2

New/recent features of CalcHEP
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Highlights of the CalcHEP
Convenient graphical interface
Calculates particle widths 'on the fly'
Allows to edit diagrams as well as squared diagrams – important for 
the dedicated interference studies
Easy to modify an existing model (GUI) or to implement the new one
(LanHEP, FeynRules)
Powerful batch interface – connects numerous production and decay 
processes
Allows to perform multidimensional scan of the the parameter space 
and produce LHE files in one run
Adopted to HPC cluster (installed at HEPMDB – next lecture)
Many more – see an updated manual

Outlook

ME matching:  for 1,2,..3 jets ME's
Connection production and decay without loss of the polarization info
Helicity amplitude method is on the way
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LanHEP

Index order
SetDefIndex(spinor, color c3, color c8, vector). 
Example: implementation of 

interactions
Let statements:
You should write explicitly all indices in the let statement
or hide them all!
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LanHEP
tau indicies are not in the 

default order, so they should 

be shown explicitly SetDefIndex(spinor, color c3, color c8, vector). 

or, alternatively one can add index 2 in the default order

and write lterm in compact way 
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Final remarks

most of you should get more experience with Linux – will save your time and bring more 
confidence

ask more questions,  go through all exercises

use launchpad to file problems or ask questions – answers will be available to everybody! 

more tools exist – those are of my personal preference

read manuals – they have much   more details  

automation tools are powerful but should not be blindly trusted  or blamed! :
use  independent programs to for double check, use limits to check if your results make 
sense
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